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1 Introduction
A formal language is a specification of a (usually infinite) set of strings, defined by formal rules.
Formal languages are abstract mathematical objects, but certain types of formal languages map
onto various domains of human language. These types of formal languages are relevant both to
the cognitive science of language—they allow us to formalize what it means to learn or parse a
language—as well as to various speech and language technologies.

To characterize formal languages, we first define sets and related operations in §2. Then, in §3,
we define strings and related operations. In §4 we definemathematically a set of formal languages
known as the regular languages. Then, in §5, we discuss an implementation of regular languages
common to many programming languages and tools known as the regular expressions.

Next week, we will present the finite automata (specifically, finite-state acceptors or FSAs) and
show how these characterize a class of formal languages called the regular languages. Then we
will introduce relations between formal languages and the corresponding finite-state transducers
and show how these can be used to write grammatical rules.

Bibliographic note
• The section on sets (§2) is adapted from chapter 1 of Partee et al. 1993. I have modified their
notation to conform to the notation used used by Prof. Al Khatib’s semantics lectures.

• The section on regular expressions (§5) are based on chapter 2 of Jurafsky and Martin 2008.

2 Sets

2.1 Definition
A set is an abstract, unordered collection of distinct objects, the members or elements of that set.
Members of a set can be of any type, including other sets. Sets may either be finite (e.g., the set
consisting of students in this class) or infinite (e.g., the set of grammatical sentences of English).

By convention, we use capital italic letters (X, Y,Z) to denote sets and lowercase italic letters
x, y, z to denote members of sets. Set membership is indicated with the P symbol (\in in LATEX).
The expression x P X is read as “x is a member of X”. We can also deny this relation using R

(\notin in LATEX); the expression x R X is read as “x is not a member of X”.

Problem How is a set as defined here like a Python set? How is it different?



Solution Like set, sets are unordered and do not contain repeated elements. However, Python
set objects may not be infinite and may not contain other set objects.

2.2 Specification
There are several ways to specify a set. For finite sets, we can simply list the members enclosed
in curly braces. This is known as extension notation or list notation.

t2, 3, 5, 7u

Note that it is an accidental feature that the members of a set are listed in a particular order; there
is no intrinsic ordering of the members of a set. Thus all the following are equivalent:

t2, 3, 5, 7u, t7, 5, 3, 2u, t3, 2, 7, 5u, t2, 5, 3, 7u, . . .

Another method to specify a set—including infinite sets—is to refer to properties that uniquely
identify the set’s members. This is known as set-builder notation or predicate notation.

tx : x is primeu

2.3 Subsets
The set X is said to be a subset of another set Y just in the case that every member of X is also a
member of Y. We indicate this using Ď (\subseteq in LATEX). The expressions X Ď Y is read as
“X is a subset of Y”. We can also deny this relation using Ę (\nsubseteq in LATEX); the expression
X Ę Y is read as “X is not a subset of Y”. There is also a special set known as the empty set and
written as H (\emptyset in LATEX), defined as the set which is the subset of all sets.

Problem Let:

K “ tMars, Saturn,Uranusu
L “ tx : x is a planet in our solar systemu

Is K a subset of L? And, is L a subset of K?

Solution K Ď L; L Ę K (for instance, Venus P L, R K).

2.4 Operators
2.4.1 Union

The union of two sets X Y Y (\cup in LATEX) is the set that contains just the elements which are
members of X, of Y, or both X and Y. Thus it corresponds to disjunction operator _ in logic, and
(loosely) to the conjunction or in English.

X Y Y :“ tx : x P X or x P Yu



Problem Let:

K “ ta, bu

L “ tc, du

M “ tb, du

K Y L “

K Y M “

L Y M “

K Y K “

Solution

K Y L “ ta, b, c, du

K Y M “ ta, b, du

L Y M “ tb, c, du

K Y K “ ta, bu “ K

2.4.2 Intersection

The intersection of two sets X X Y (\cap in LATEX) is the set that contains just the elements which
are members of both X and Y. Thus it corresponds to the conjunction operator ^ in logic, and to
the conjunction and in English.

X X Y :“ tx : x P X and x P Yu

Problem

K X L “

K X M “

L X M “

K X K “

Solution

K X L “ H

K X M “ tbu

L X M “ tdu

K X K “ ta, bu “ K



2.4.3 Difference

The difference of two sets X ´ Y is the set that contains just the elements which are members of
X but not members of Y.

X ´ Y :“ tx : x P X and x R Yu

Problem

K ´ M “

M ´ L “

K ´ H “

K ´ K “

Solution

K ´ M “ tau

M ´ L “ tbu

K ´ H “ K
K ´ K “ H

3 Strings

3.1 Definition
Let Σ be the alphabet, a (non-empty) finite set of symbols. We make no assumption about the
nature of these symbols; they may be numbers, characters, words, etc. A string (or word) over Σ
is any finite ordered sequence of symbols where each symbol is a member of Σ.

Problem How is a string as defined here like a Python str? How is it different?

Solution Like str, strings are finite and ordered. However, Python str objects may only con-
tain Unicode codepoints whereas strings may contain arbitrary symbols.

3.2 Specification
There is no single convention for specifying strings. In some cases, we use comma-separated
values wrapped in angular brackets (\langle and \rangle in LATEX) to specify strings, as in
xx, yy. And, when the alphabet is also defined in terms of characters, we also write strings using
typewriter text (\texttt in LATEX) as in xy. We will also use ε (\epsilonin LATEX) to refer to the
empty string.



3.3 Operators
3.3.1 Concatenation

The concatenation of two strings s and t in Σ˚ (see Section 3.3.2 for definition) is the sequence of
symbols in s followed by the sequence of symbols in t. It is written s t or s ` t.

Problem Let s “ aab and t “ cdf. Now give s t.

Solution s t “ aabcdf.
We can generalize concatenation from strings to sets of strings. If X and Y are sets of strings

in Σ˚ then X Y contains the concatenation of each string x P X with each string y P Y.

X Y :“ tx y : x P X and y P Yu

Problem Let S “ ta, b, cu and T “ td, eu. Now give S T and T T.

Solution

S T “ tad, ae, bd, be, cd, ceu

T T “ tdd, de, ed, deu

We can also repeatedly concatenate a set of strings with itself. Σn denotes the set containing n
concatenations of Σ.

Σn “

n
ă

i“1
Σ

Problem Let Σ “ ta, b, cu. Then, list all strings in Σ2.

Solution
Σ2 “ Σ Σ “ taa, bb, cc, ab, ba, ac, ca, bc, cbu

3.3.2 Closure

We can also expand this notation to define two infinite sets. The first is known as the Kleene star
(or closure). The (infinite) set of all strings over Σ is known as the Kleene closure of Σ. It is written
Σ˚ (\Sigma^* in LATEX) and read as “sigma-star”.

Σ˚ :“
ď

nPN0

Σn “ tεu Y Σ1 Y Σ2 Y . . . Σn

Here, n ranges over N0 “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u, so this set contains zero or more self-concatenations of Σ.
A minor variant of this is the Kleene plus, written Σ` and read as “sigma-plus”.

Σ` :“
ď

nPN1

Σn “ Σ1 Y Σ2 Y . . . Σn



Here, n ranges over the counting numbers N1 “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u, so this set contains one or more
self-concatenations of Σ. The Kleene star and Kleene plus differ solely in whether or not they
contain the empty string ε. Thus:

Σ˚ “ Σ` Y tεu
Σ` “ Σ˚ ´ tεu

Problem Let Σ “ tFDR, JFK, LBJ,RBG,HRCu. Which of the following are members of Σ`?

ε
xHRCy

xRBG, LBJy
xAOC, JFKy

Solution
xHRCy and xRBG, LBJy P Σ` (1)

4 Regular languages
We are now in a position to define a class of formal languages known as the regular languages.
Since languages are sets (of strings) we will denote them using capital italic letters. The regular
languages are a set of languages such that:

• The empty language H is a regular language.

• The empty string language tεu is a regular language.

• For every symbol s P Σ, the singleton language tsu is a regular language.

• If X is a regular language then X˚ (the closure) is a regular language.

• If X and Y are regular languages then:

– X Y Y (their union) is a regular language and
– X Y (their concatenation) is a regular language.

• Other languages are not regular languages.



Examples The following are regular languages:

• All finite languages

• For Σ “ ta, bu, the set of strings containing some as followed by some bs

• For Σ “ ta, bu, the set of strings containing an even number of as

The following are NOT regular languages:

• For Σ “ ta, bu, the set of strings of the form tanbn | n ě 0u

Problem Let Σ “ ta, bu. Using the operations above (union, concatenation, and closure), con-
struct a regular language LE for recognizing strings containing an even number of as by construct-
ing the following regular languages that are subsets of LE

• Lba, the set of strings of some number of bs followed by one a

• Lbaba, the set of strings of some number of bs followed by one a followed by some number
of bs followed by one a

• The language LE

Solution

• Lba “ tbu˚ ` a

• Lbaba “ Lba ` Lba

• LE “ L˚
baba ` tbu˚

5 Regular expressions
The regular expressions are a computational specification for sets of strings. A regular expression
identifies a (possibly infinite) set of strings over a fixed alphabet of bytes or codepoints. As
Jurafsky and Martin (2008:17f.) put it, regular expressions are among the “unsung successes in
standardization in computer science”. Regular expression matching is supported by command-
line tools like grep and sed, and by virtually all major programming languages, and nearly all of
these use roughly the same terse algebraic notation. Below, we will review this notation, focusing
on the relation to the regular languages and to operations defined above.

5.1 Specification
Following the conventions of the Perl programming language, we write regular expressions in
typewriter text and surrounded by forward slashes. Except for the forward slash delimiters, this is
equivalent to the notation used by Python’s remodule. The simplest type of regular expression is
a literal sequence of characters, as in /rosebud/ or /Sandinista!/. This can be thought of as a
special case of concatenation of single-character strings, so that /rosebud/ is xr, o, s, e, b, u, dy.



5.1.1 Union

Regular expression engines use several different syntactic constructions that represent unions:

• Built-in character classes such as . (matches any character), /\d/ (which matches any digit)
or /\s/ (which matches any whitespace character)

• Square brackets that indicate the union of characters or ranges of characters:

/[Dd]addy/ “ pD Y dqaddy “ tDaddy, daddyu

/Rocky_[1-3]/ “ Rocky_p1 Y 2 Y 3q “ tRocky_1, Rocky_2, Rocky_3u

• Unions of variable-length character sequences separated by |, bounded by grouping paren-
theses:

/gupp(y|ies)/ “ gupppy Y ies “ tguppy, guppiesu

Problem List all the strings the following regular expression matches:

/(Hellrais|Highland|Loop|Sleep|Zooland)er/.

Solution The regular expression matches:

tHellraiser, Highlander, Looper, Sleeper, Zoolanderu.

5.1.2 Closure

There are several forms of closure in regular expressions. Let us define an expression as a character,
a character class, a square-bracketed span, or a span of grouping parentheses. Regular expression
closures are indicated with various postfix operators and take the preceding expression as their
Σ. These operators include:

• The ? operator matching zero or one:

/colou?r/ “ colopu Y εqr “ tcolour, coloru

/arch(es)?/ “ archpes Y εq “ tarches, archu

• The * operator matching zero or more:

/\d*/ “ t0, 1, . . . , 9u˚

• The + operator matching one or more:

/l+o+l+/ “ l`o`l`



Problem List (some of the) strings the following regular expressions match:

/.*burger/
/(in)?(de)?fatigable/

Solution

/.*burger/ “ tcheeseburger, veggieburger, . . .u
/(in)?(de)?fatigable/ “ tinfatigable, indefatigable, . . .u

5.1.3 Intersection

Regular expression engines do not usually support intersection, but the effect can be simulated
by matching a string against multiple regular expressions. For example, any string that matches
both /[a-z]/ and /(cat|dog)s?/ matches the intersection of the two regular expressions.
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